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## Abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Full Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ADLI</td>
<td>Agriculture Development Led Industrialization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADPFSO</td>
<td>Amhara Disaster Prevention and Food Security Office</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BOFED</td>
<td>Bureau of Finance and Economic Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSAE</td>
<td>Central Statistics Authority of Ethiopia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EFSDPO</td>
<td>Federal Food Security and Disaster Prevention Office</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAO</td>
<td>Food and Agricultural Organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FC</td>
<td>Farmers conference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FDRE</td>
<td>Federal Democratic Republic of Ethiopia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FFDs</td>
<td>Farmers’ field days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GD</td>
<td>Group discussions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GDP</td>
<td>Gross Domestic Product</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GIZ</td>
<td>German Agency for Technical Cooperation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GTP</td>
<td>Growth and Transformation Plan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GZADO</td>
<td>Gondar Zuria Agricultural Development Office</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INF</td>
<td>Informal learning approaches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KfW</td>
<td>German Development Bank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSC</td>
<td>Social Cohesion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LST</td>
<td>Trust between farmers, experts and public administrators, and social cohesion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOA</td>
<td>Ministry of Agriculture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOARD</td>
<td>Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOFED</td>
<td>Ministry of Finance and Economic Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOU</td>
<td>Memorandum of Understanding</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SUNRPA  Sustainable Utilization of Natural Resources Project of Amhara
SUNRPO  Sustainable Utilization of Natural Resources Project of Amhara Office
WFP      World Food Program
Summary

Soil conservation innovations have not been widely adopted in Ethiopia even in areas where land degradation is a serious problem. Literature shows that the quest for sustainable soil conservation measures requires the understanding of knowledge co-production of farmers, experts, and scientists. This type of knowledge production is possible through social learning and to analyze social learning the theory of communicative action is a key element. In order to govern the actors’ interaction during learning and in the adoption of soil conservation innovations, actors have to agree on institutions (rules of the game). Concepts such as the Agricultural Innovation System (AIS) are used to analyze the interaction of the various actors with their institutions.

While communicative theories and AIS highlight the importance of interaction and communication for innovations, they do not explain how the process of social learning can be institutionalized in order to sustain and govern it. Thus, concepts related to institutions help to better understand the role they play in governing the interaction of actors. In addition, in recent research, social capital is getting emphasis on the assumption that communities are more often efficient than state institutions and organizations in managing natural resources. Yet, the role of social learning, social capital and institutions in soil conservation studies are seldom-voiced components and the main objective of this thesis is to explore the role of these components in the adoption of soil conservation innovations.

Employing a case study approach, data were collected from July to December 2010 and from July to December 2011 from Amba Zuria watershed in Northern Ethiopia. Semi-structured interviews, group discussions, questionnaire surveys, and workshops were the main data collection methods. The transcripts of the interviews, group discussions and workshops were analyzed using a qualitative data analysis software ATLAS.ti. For the questionnaire survey, a social capital measurement framework known as Integrated Questionnaire for the Measurement of Social Capital (SC-IQ) was used to design the queries. The data from surveys was analyzed using a probit model.

The findings show that social learning encourages adoption of soil conservation measures. It creates opportunity for broader understanding on soil conservation and for the emergence of trust and mutual understanding among the actors. It also plays a role
for the application of indigenous and scientific knowledge and the creation of social capital. The study shows differences in social capital between adopter and non-adopter farmers. Social capital elements such as trust and cooperation were higher among adopter farmers may be due to their involvement in social learning platforms. Moreover, the social capital between experts, farmers and local administrators was higher in Amba Zuria where social learning was intensified. This indicates that exposure to social learning could be one potential reason to adopt soil conservation innovations. The findings also show that social learning requires proper institutional set up in order to govern and sustain it. Bylaws and guidelines were used to guide when and how to learn, how to monitor and evaluate soil conservation activities and how to coordinate actors at various levels. In this regard, local institutions had a great role in strengthening the network of local actors with higher level actors at the district or regional level. This shows that local institutions and actors can play a great role in the adoption of soil conservation innovations and relying on government actors can constrain the ability of these local institutions and actors to innovate effectively.

These findings allow driving policy recommendations to encourage the application of social learning, to strengthen or create social capital, and to promote the important role of local institutions and actors in the adoption of innovations. Thus, soil conservation strategies should consider investing in social learning and in establishing effective institutions in order to strengthen or create social capital which encourage voluntary adoption of soil conservation innovations. More research on understanding social learning and farmers’ institutions in local innovations need to be investigated in different agriculture and natural resource programs. While this study was limited to understand the role of social learning and institutions in soil conservation, further empirical studies using the methods of this study can be used to analyze social learning in other sectors such as livestock, crop, water management, forestry, or climate change.
Zusammenfassung


Die Ergebnisse der Arbeit zeigen weiterhin, dass soziales Lernen einen angemessenen institutionellen Rahmen braucht, um Lernprozesse zu regeln und zu unterstützen. Die AkteurInnen setzten Statute und Richtlinien ein um das wann und wo des Lernens zu bestimmen, um Monitoring und Evaluierung der Bodenschutzmaßnahmen zu regeln und um die Interaktion der AkteurInnen auf den verschiedenen Ebenen zu koordinieren. In dieser Hinsicht spielten vor allem lokale Institutionen eine Schlüsselrolle für die Verknüpfung lokaler AkteurInnen mit AkteurInnen auf Distrikt- oder Regionalebene. Dies zeigt die Bedeutung lokaler Institutionen für die Umsetzung von Bodenschutzmaßnahmen; werden jedoch nur RegierungsvertreterInnen berücksichtigt, kann dies die die Fähigkeit lokaler Institutionen und AkteurInnen zur Innovation einschränken.

Die Arbeit unterstreicht, dass soziales Lernen auch politisch gefördert werden sollte, um Sozialkapital zu schaffen und die wichtige Rolle lokaler Institutionen und AkteurInnen in Innovationsprozessen zu stärken. Demgemäß sollten Strategien zum Schutz der Böden in soziales Lernen investieren wie auch in die Schaffung effektiver Institutionen. So kann Sozialkapital entstehen und gestärkt werden, was wiederum die freiwillige Umsetzung von Bodenschutzmaßnahmen begünstigt. Die Arbeit zeigt auch, dass eine
Kombination qualitativer und quantitativer Forschungsmethoden ergänzende Perspektiven bieten kann um komplexe Innovationsprozesse wie etwa die Umsetzung von Bodenschutzmaßnahmen zu verstehen. Weiterführende Studien sollten dazu beitragen, die Bedeutung sozialen Lernens und bäuerlicher Institutionen für lokale Innovation im Bereich Landwirtschaft und Management natürlicher Ressourcen zu ergründen. Wenngleich sich diese Studie auf die Rolle sozialen Lernens und der Institutionen in Bodenschutzmaßnahmen konzentriert, kann die Methodik der Studie auch angewendet werden zur Analyse sozialen Lernens in Bereichen wie Nutztierhaltung, Wasserwirtschaft, Forstwirtschaft und Klimawandel.
Thesis structure

This doctoral thesis has five sections. The first section, the introduction, highlights soil conservation, social learning, social capital, and institutions. This section also shows the objectives and research questions. The second section, the literature review, discusses concepts related to soil conservation innovations, social learning and institutions in greater detail. The third section, the methodology part, explains the research area, research design, data collection and analysis. The results and discussions are presented in section four. Section five discusses the conclusions and implications of the study. References, CV and appendix are included at the end.
1. Introduction

In Ethiopia, soil degradation due to erosion is recognized as a major problem for agriculture productivity and food security (Betru 2002; Beshah 2003; Bewket 2007). Because of this, for the last 30 years the government of Ethiopia has promoted the adoption of soil and water conservation measures, especially after the famine of 1970s. Considerable efforts were made since then to reverse land degradation. Among the efforts, various soil and water conservation innovations such as stone terraces, checkdams, waterways, and grass strips were introduced and as a result of these efforts some degraded lands have been restored (WFP 2004; Betru 2002). The conservation efforts were supported by incentives such as food-for-work, provision of hand tools and training of farmers (Tefera and Sterk 2010).

In addition, the important role of adopting soil and water innovations in transforming agriculture has been reflected in the Agricultural Development-Led Industrialization (ADLI) strategy of Ethiopia. ADLI outlines the important roles of government organizations (research, extension and education service) as pillars of the country’s formal innovation system (MOI 2002). It also promotes the adoption of new agricultural technologies to increase agricultural productivity. The current Growth and Transformation Plan of Ethiopia (GTP) further underscores the important role of agriculture in the economy. The GTP focuses on agricultural productivity, research and natural resource management (MOFED 2010). It also emphasizes the need to strengthen research-extension-farmer linkages through research-extension-farmer councils. The agricultural research strategy programs mainly cover crop sciences, animal sciences, soil and water conservation, and agroforestry.

Until 1994, the agriculture research was taking place under the national Institute of Agricultural Research. After 1994, most of the research centers were transferred to regional governments following the decentralization policy of the country (FDRE 1999). However, the research has limited scope to address the real problems of farmers and most importantly the linkage between research-extension-farmer has not been strong due to the limited interaction between farmers, experts, and researchers. Thus, the
dissemination of successful innovation such as soil and water conservation was limited (Belay and Degnet 2004).

Reasons for the limited success stories of soil conservation measures are related to the extension approach. The direction of the technology transfer in the Ethiopian agricultural extension system is considered linear, from the expert to the farmer (Bekele 1997; Gebremedhin et al. 2006). In this approach, experts are considered as knowledge producers and farmers as adopters of that knowledge, which lead to overlooking the farmers’ indigenous knowledge on soil conservation. Through this approach, the chance of reaching consensus and understanding by all actors has been a difficult challenge and extension messages were simply transmitted from the experts to the farmers just as messages at churches or mosques during religious holidays or other social gatherings. This type of top-down approach has not enabled the actors to understand the soil erosion problem at hand and neither did it motivate especially farmers to involve in soil conservation.

In the mid-1990s, a participatory watershed management approach was introduced to encourage the involvement of farmers; yet, experts from agriculture still dominated the design and introduction of technologies related to soil conservation. This has been confirmed by recent studies of Gebremedhin et al. (2006) and Spielman et al. (2011). In their studies, three major challenges were identified. The first challenge is related to the design and implementation of soil conservation policies, which places emphasis on formal organizations for the innovation process. A continuous focus exists on linear modes of technology transfer- from experts to farmers. Secondly, facilitation of innovation among farmers with experts, researchers, and NGOs was not an easy exercise. The ability to bring those possessing indigenous knowledge closer to those possessing scientific knowledge determines the facilitation of the innovation process. This was a difficult task due to the top down and supply driven nature of the agriculture extension system. Thirdly, a challenge also exists on how actors interact among themselves and with institutions. This challenge was associated with difficulties related to, for example, agreeing on rules and procedures, creating trust, and the monitoring of opportunistic behavior. As a result of these challenges, the rate of adoption is low and even terraces and check dams constructed on farm or grazing lands did not stay long,
i.e. farmers did not maintain the structures built and most were being destroyed every year. This means that the extension approach has not operated based on learning that can allow knowledge production and skill development (Gebremedhin et al. 2006).

Literature show that social learning is an important component for natural resources management to produce and co-produce knowledge from all actors, to reach common understanding on a problem at hand, and to understand the social aspects of resource use and management (e.g. Röling and Wagemakers 2000; Rist et al. 2006; Jiggins et al. 2007; Rist et al. 2007; Muro and Jeffrey 2008). Social learning here is understood as a process of communication, deliberation and collective learning potentially establishing and changing relationships thus, contributing to transforming existing forms of governance (Rist et al. 2006). It has proved to be useful to overcome the deficiencies of formal decision-making processes that are dominated by local elite, bureaucrats, experts, or researchers by widening the space for communicative action (Wiesmann et al. 2005).

During the learning process, high priority is given to dialogue and participation based on specific patterns of communication such as narratives of practical experiences (Rist et al. 2006). This type of communication paves the way for the formation of social capital elements such as cooperation, trust, common understanding on soil conservation problems and solutions, and social cohesion which encourage adoption. Studies (e.g. Cramb 2004) suggest that the rate of adoption is considerably enhanced where appropriate forms of social capital are being developed and hence, creating or strengthening social capital elements such as trust, cooperation, better understanding, and social cohesion are needed to promote soil conservation. Examination of the few successful examples of widespread and sustained adoption suggest that utilizing or investing in social capital is needed to raise awareness of soil degradation and conservation, develop and test locally adapted soil conservation measures, provide effective farmer-led and group-based training in soil conservation practices, and to disseminate measures within and beyond the community (Mercado et al. 2001).

For social learning to take place, institutions play an important role. An institution here is related to North’s (1990) definition, who states that an institution is a rule governing the behavior of actors. Institutional features such as actors’ norms and rules that form the
basis for action to take place are important (Klerkx et al. 2010). The effectiveness of institutions varies, as suggested by Pahl-Wostl (2009), in creating opportunity to negotiate about goals, on the ways to achieve the goals and to translate the goals into action.

Most of the previous soil conservation studies (e.g. Bekele and Drake 2003; Gebremedhin and Swinton 2003; Bewket 2007) conducted in Ethiopia highlight economic, personal and physical recommendations as a solution for the limited adoption of soil conservation innovations. However, the limited adoption of soil conservation innovations still exists. This means that the factors of adoption that were studied were not exhaustive and other potential factors that may affect soil conservation have to be assessed in order to come up with recommendations that address soil conservation with a broader picture. For instance, the soil conservation studies that were conducted so far have not examined the role of social learning, institutions, and social capital for the adoption of soil conservation measures. In order to fill part of this knowledge gap in soil conservation studies, and to recommend solutions for policy and practice, the objectives of this study are: (1) to examine the role of social learning for soil conservation; (2) to identify the institutions and their roles in social learning and in soil conservation and; (3) to analyze the role social capital play for soil conservation innovations.

The research questions thus remain whether and how social learning, institutions and social capital affect the adoption of soil conservation innovations. Based on this background, the main questions that guided this study are:

1. In what ways does social learning affect the adoption of soil conservation innovations?
2. What role do institutions play in social learning processes and in the adoption of soil conservation innovations?
3. What role does social capital, which emerges from social learning, play in the adoption of soil conservation innovations?
2. Literature review

2.1. Soil conservation

Based on the literature, the soil and water conservation efforts in Sub-Saharan Africa have produced some success, only a few conservation technologies have been adopted on a wider scale (Shiferaw et al. 2009; Ekop and Osuji 2003). The same is true in Ethiopia. Despite some successes exist, the adoption of soil and water conservation technologies in a wider scale still remains low (Bekele 1997; Shiferaw et al. 2009). Reasons for the limited success were related to the top-down approach during planning and implementation of soil conservation measures (Beshah 2003). Farmers were involved in either coercive measures or for the food-for work payments. They were dissatisfied as the conservation measures were neither address their needs nor their farming system (Bewket 2007). Because of this, most of the soil and water conservation structures were destroyed during the Derge regime change in 1991 (Bewket 2007), and demolishing soil and water conservation measures was common in the 1970s and 1980s (Shiferaw and Holden 1998; Beshah 2003).

When the Ethiopian people's Revolutionary Democratic Front (EPRDF) government came to power in 1991, some measures such as participatory watershed management were introduced to involve the farmers, but still the experts design the technologies and transfer them to the farmers, without reaching consensus and understanding on the problem at hand. This approach has not succeeded in triggering voluntary adoption of soil conservation measures (Tefera and Sterk 2010).

Different factors may contribute either positively or negatively for the adoption of soil conservation innovations. For instance, individual characteristics of farmers (e.g. age), farm characteristics (e.g. farm size), and wealth indicators (e.g. livestock numbers) and the availability and profitability of the technology can have its own impact on adoption. However, adoption of soil conservation innovations should start from acknowledging the erosion problem and developing a positive attitude towards soil conservation innovations (De Graaff et al. 2008). Processes of internal sense making and actor
specific perceptions are important for the spread of soil conservation measures. These specific perceptions are important for the spread soil conservations innovations (Graaff et al. 2008). This leads to understanding a need to strengthen the investigation of the social processes leading to adoption of soil conservation measures. Nowadays, there is growing agreement that the quest for more sustainable natural resource management practices should be understood as social learning processes rather than a transfer of knowledge from research to the farmers (Jiggins et al. 2007). In other words, according to Jiggins et al. (2007), economic, agronomic, farm characteristics and ecological dimensions cannot be understood without consideration of socio-cultural elements such as values, rules, power relationships and opinions of different actors. The values, rules, and power relationships of the different actors can be captured by the concept of social learning (Schneider et al. 2009).

2.2. Social learning

Even though technologies are important, the knowledge required for natural resource use need to be produced from different sources (Rist et al. 2007; Steyaert et al. 2007), and their application need to be integrated with social processes (Woodhill and Röling 2000; Schneider et al. 2009; Schneider et al. 2010). This means that the quest for sustainable soil conservation measures requires the understanding of knowledge co-production of farmers, experts, and scientists (Rist et al. 2006; Rist et al. 2007; Steyaert et al. 2007; Schneider et al. 2009). This type of knowledge production is possible through social learning (Schneider et al. 2009). The literature provides various definitions for social learning based on different contexts. The definitions here are related to natural resource management and are not necessarily pertinent to other contexts. Accordingly, Rist et al. (2006) define social learning as the simultaneous transformation of cognitive, social and emotional competences as well as social capital which includes attitudes and values related to collective or individual social actors emerging from the joint search for more sustainable management of natural resources at the interface between the world of rural actors, experts and public administration. In the same way, Muro and Jeffrey (2008) define social learning as communication and interaction of different actors in a participatory setting which is believed to result in a set of social outcomes such as the generation of new knowledge, the acquisition of
technical and social skills, as well as the development of trust and relationships which in turn may form the basis for a common understanding of the system or problem at hand, agreement, and collective action. These definitions indicate that social learning demands the interaction and communication of the different actors.

To analyze the transformation of the existing forms of interaction and to understand the collective action in projects dedicated to soil and water conservation, the theory of communicative action is a key element for social learning (Lebel et al. 2010). The theory of communicative action allows understanding social learning with natural resource governance and is particularly interesting for the analysis of the interrelation between the knowledge of farmers, experts and researchers (Rist et al. 2006). Even though the theory of communicative action provides an interesting background for dealing more systematically with development approaches stressing participation and empowerment (Rist et al. 2007), the potentials and limitations of the theory of communicative action for analyzing the changes in patterns of social interaction still need to be reviewed more systematically (Jacobson and Storey 2004). The changes in the patterns of interactions can be analyzed in certain social learning spaces. In this regard social network, platforms, deliberation oriented policy arenas, and social movements can become central spaces for social learning (Steins and Edwards 1999).

Nowadays, social learning approaches of sustainable natural resource management are getting more and more attention (Röling and Wagemakers 2000; Jiggins et al. 2007; Muro and Jeffrey 2008). The current research literature provides many positive outcomes of social learning with respect to natural resource management (Rist et al. 2006; Rist et al. 2007). Social learning is considered useful for the success of natural resource management if opportunities for interaction, openness, representativeness and facilitation (Mostert et al. 2007), and integration of knowledge (Rist et al. 2006) are considered. It represents a philosophy focusing on participatory processes of social change via broadening the space for reflexive communication, e.g. through platforms or forums for the deliberation about the use of natural resources (Rist et al. 2006). Such reflexive communication involves complex and interrelated aspects and activities which make it necessary to keep space for bargaining and negotiation. However, there are
also studies that indicate limitations of social learning such as the intensification of conflict among actors (e.g. Steyaert and Jiggins 2007) or a failure to reach agreement in the process of learning (e.g. Leeuwis 2000; Connelly and Richardson 2004).

Social learning involves internal changes (e.g. attitude change) that are generally hard to qualify and measure. In addition, the lack of consistency in the concept of social learning complicates the task of defining common indicators to evaluate social learning as either process or outcome (Muro and Jeffrey 2008). However, the patterns of communication that may result from social learning can be understood by investigating and making use of some indicators. To understand the outcomes of social learning, Pahl-Wostl and Hare (2004) have used indicators such as understanding other participants, trust, interactions, understanding the management system, and collaboration. In the same way, the main aspects and themes of interaction used by Rist et al. (2007) and Schneider et al. (2009) were trust and self-confidence, patterns of communication, mutual perception, shared values regarding development and interaction and revision of norms and rules.

2.3. Institutions

In order to implement the collective action needed for social learning and soil conservation innovations, actors have to agree on the working procedures and rules in order to govern their interaction during learning and in the adoption of soil conservation innovations. As indicated by Spielman et al. (2009), innovation depends on institutions (i.e. the rules of the game). More broadly, innovation includes endogenous development, social learning, concerted action, emergence from interaction and institutional change (Röling 2009). In this regard, Agricultural innovation systems (AIS) approach is used commonly to explain how innovation takes place and how and by whom benefits are gained out of complex technological and institutional change processes (Assefa et al. 2009). In other words, it is used to analyze complex relationships and innovative processes that occur among various actors, institutions, and endogenously determined technological and institutional opportunities (Spielman et al. 2009).
Among others, the World Bank has begun to use AIS concepts in order to focus on strengthening knowledge and technologies, rules, and the interaction of actors (World Bank 2007). In AIS there is a significant shift from the conventional linear perspectives on technological change to emphasizing the actors’ involvement in the innovation process, their actions and interactions and the formal and informal rules that influence their practices and behavior (Spielman et al. 2011). This shift is important when studying agricultural innovations because of the sector’s growth and development. This development is increasingly influenced by complex interactions among actors and by rapidly changing market and policy regimes that affect knowledge flows, technological opportunities, and innovation processes (Spielman et al. 2009). Thus, the individual innovation performances of farmers cannot be seen in isolation from the inputs of the other system actors for two reasons. Firstly, innovation such as soil conservation innovation is based on different kinds of knowledge possessed by different actors: indigenous knowledge (which farmers possess) and scientific knowledge (which experts possess) (Hall 2006). Secondly, due to lack of resources and sufficient power, no single actor pursues his/her innovation goals without taking into account other actors (Aarts et al. 2007).

In AIS thinking, innovation process does not always start with formal research, but mainly comes from knowledge and information that originate from the interaction of system actors (Assefa et al. 2009). But from where does the information and knowledge come from? As Hall (2006) pointed out, the capacity for continuous innovation is a product of linkages, working practices and policies that promote knowledge flow and learning among all actors. In other words, innovation may result from new forms of coordination within a network of actors (Leeuwis, 2004) or as Ayele et al. (2012) suggested, it may also result from interactions and learning in networks, and on farms. In this process, actors that contribute to innovation processes, actions and interactions, and the institutions that condition behaviors and practices have to be considered (Spielman et al. 2011). However, in reality the innovation related information flow is actually embodied in various actors who are not networked or coordinated (Hall 2006). For instance, in most cases small farmers do not have adequate human and social resources to integrate within innovative actors’ networks or do not operate in an institutional environment in which such networks easily form (Spielman et al. 2009).
Thus, a successful soil conservation innovation process is determined by the extent to which innovative actors acquire sufficient capabilities, resources, and exchange information. Specifically, innovation is the result of networking and interactive learning among a heterogeneous set of actors (Leeuwis 2004). It requires the creative use of different types of knowledge in response to social or economic needs (OECD 1999). This indicates that the adoption of soil conservation innovations requires the interaction of actors and the use of the knowledge of these actors in the innovation process.

While communicative theories and AIS highlight the importance of learning and communication for innovations, they do not explain how the process of social learning can be institutionalized in order to sustain and govern it. Thus, concepts related to institutions help to better understand the role they play in governing the interaction of actors in the process of learning or in the adoption process.

Institutions are comprised of formal rules and/or informal prescriptions that permit, prohibit or required certain outcomes while specifying explicit material or implicit social sanctions for breaking rules (Rudd 2004). Important for natural resource management is the effectiveness of formal and informal institutions. Formal institutions may be effective or ineffective depending on the way they were formulated, designed and implemented or sometimes both formal and informal institutions conflict each other. This is a characterized, as suggested by Pahl-Wostl (2009), most likely by a high degree of corruption, non-transparent decision making processes, and dominance of established power structures. Given a set of institutional constraints, actors consider the costs and benefits of certain behaviors and act as per their underlying values and preferences, specifically based on the information they have about the state of the world, the intentions of other actors and the threat of material or social sanctions (Rudd 2004). Soil conservation actors comprise mainly farmers, agriculture experts, watershed association, researchers and public administrators. The behavior and interaction of these actors could be affected by institutions. As stated by Hagedorn (2008), actors can be confronted in an action situation by institutions. Much of the studies on natural resource management consider institutions as governing factors for the interaction of actors. In addition to institutions, in recent research social capital is getting emphasis on the assumption that communities are more often efficient than state institutions and
organizations in managing natural resources such as soil conservation (Grootaert and Narayan 2004).

### 2.4. Social capital

Research shows that social capital which plays an important role in scaling-out soil conservation innovations has not yet fully implemented in soil conservation strategies (Noble et al. 2006; Tumbo et al. 2011). Studies (e.g. Mercado et al. 2001) underline the importance of social capital in promoting the collective action needed for soil conservation innovations. Examination of successful examples of widespread and sustained soil conservation measures suggest that utilizing or investing in social capital is needed to raise awareness of soil degradation and conservation, provide effective farmer-led and group-based training in soil conservation practices, and to disseminate measures within and beyond the community (Mercado et al. 2001). In other words, the rate of adoption is considerably enhanced where appropriate forms of social capital are being developed (Cramb 2004). Social capital in relation to natural resource management is usually defined as elements of social organization (trust, cooperation, norms, and networks) that facilitate cooperation and coordination and that enable actors to act collectively for mutual benefits (Woolcock and Narayan 2000).

The question is then how do we create or strengthen social capital that encourages the adoption of soil conservation measures? Studies (e.g. Rist et al. 2006; Schneider et al. 2009) have shown the existence of relationship between social capital and social learning. The case studies of Rist et al. (2006) in India, Africa and Latin America showed that social capital elements such as trust, cooperation, less hierarchical pattern of communication, shared values and attitudes were emerged through social learning. The social capital elements may form the basis for a common understanding of the problem at hand, agreement and collective action (Pahl-Wostl 2009). Grootaert et al. (2004) also recommends the importance of social capital elements such as trust, groups and networks, collective action and cooperation, information and communication, social cohesion, empowerment and political action for the uptake of soil conservation measures. Other studies also confirm the suggestions of Grootaert et al. (2004). For example in the case of the role of groups and networks, Robalino (2000) found that in
the developing world adoption of innovations was influenced by the density of social networks. In the case of trust, Palis et al. (2002) suggested that trained farmers shared knowledge with their relatives more than with non-relatives. Information and communication also help communities to access information that encourages the adoption of soil conservation measures (DFID-NRSP 2002; Grootaert et al. 2004).

When we look at the focus and contents of the previous soil conservation studies in Ethiopia, less emphasis was given in assessing the role of social learning, social capital, and institutions and it is difficult to get evidence from previous Ethiopian soil conservation studies the impact of social learning, institutions and social capital in the adoption of soil conservation measures. Most of the agricultural innovation studies focus on crops. For instance, in the innovation study by Spielman et al. (2011), it was investigated how practices related to the adoption of oil seeds, apiculture, nontraditional beans, potatoes, and onions fared. Their study shows that public extension and administration exerted over smallholder networks, potentially crowd out market based civil society actors, and thus limit beneficial innovation processes. There are also some innovation studies in non-crop sectors such as fodder production. Ayele et al. (2012) did an innovation study on fodder and their study indicated that interaction and learning in networks; and on farms can promote innovation. Other innovation studies (e.g. Gebremedhin et al. 2006) focus on elaborating the approaches of the agricultural research, education and extension systems of Ethiopia at the macro level.

In order to address the soil degradation challenge and limited adoption practices, factors such as social learning, institutions and social capital have to be examined in order to understand their role either in promoting or impeding the adoption of soil conservation innovations. Thus, this study focuses on examining the role of social learning, institutions and social capital in the adoption of soil conservation innovations.
3. Study area and research methods

3.1. General overview of the study area

Ethiopia is located in the horn of Africa, neighboring with Sudan to the west, with Eritrea to the north, to the east with Djibouti and Somalia and to the south with Kenya. According to the population census in 2007, Ethiopia had about 73.9 million population, of which 50.5% were male and 49.5% were female (CSAE 2011). Most of Ethiopians are poor and the poverty rate, i.e. the population living below a dollar a day is 29.6% (MOFED 2010). Ethiopia has about 1.13 million km$^2$ and about 51.3 million hectares of arable land (MOARD 2010). Nearly 55% of all smallholders operate on one hectare or less, yet, agriculture accounts 41.1% of GDP, 90% of exports (CSAE 2011), and 85% of employment of smallholder households (MOARD 2010).

A majority of farmers depend on subsistence farming and livestock for their livelihood. Cattle, sheep and goat are the dominant types of livestock, but horses, donkeys and camels are also common. According to CSAE (2011), 52.13 million cattle, 24.2 million sheep, 22.6 million goats, 6.4 million donkeys, 1.96 million horses and 0.99 million camels are estimated to be found in Ethiopia. These estimates make Ethiopia the largest livestock populous country in Africa. The livestock sector is the source of food and income. Draught animals are used to plough, crop threshing and serve as a means of transport. In addition, livestock is the source of farmyard manure which can be used either for improving soil fertility or as energy source for cooking food.

For this study, data was collected from Amba Zuria watershed in Northern Ethiopia. Figure 1 shows the map of Amba Zuria watershed. Amba Zuria is located in Gondar Zuria district. It covers 835 hectare of area and has 555 watershed association members. It is about 30 km from Maksegnit, the capital city of Gondar Zuria district. This watershed, according to the local agro-climatic classification of Ethiopia, is categorized under Woina Dega agro-ecological zone (1500-2300 meter above sea level) with 800-1200 mm annual rainfall and average annual temperature between 17.5-20 °C (MOA 2000). The rainy season starts in June and ends in September. The livelihood of the
farmers is based on mixed farming, both crop and livestock production. Barley, wheat, and maize are the major crops growing in the area.

According to Gondar Zuria Agricultural Development Office (GZADO) (2010), around 80% of the area falls into the category of 8-30 degree slope and soil erosion is immense both in farm and in communal grazing lands. Land degradation is a critical challenge. In order to reverse the land degradation caused by soil erosion, soil conservation innovations such as stone terraces, checkdams, micro basin, and cut off drains were implemented. This was particularly intensified after the start of the sustainable utilization of natural resources project of the Amhara region in 2007. This project was technically supported by the German Agency for Technical Cooperation (GIZ) and financed by the German Development Bank (KfW). The project covers three major objectives: (1) organizational development of land user communities; (2) conservation of soil and water resources; (3) enhancing innovation with respect to agricultural produce.

Source: BOFED 2011

Figure 1 Map of the case study area (Amba Zuria watershed)
To achieve the objectives of the project, experience-sharing visits via farmers’ field days (FFDs) were organized for farmers, experts, and public administrators. FFDs were used as social learning platforms. Platform is understood here as a forum for negotiation among the actors (Warner 2006). In such platforms, actors get the opportunity to meet, interact, learn, and take collective decisions (Muro and Jeffrey 2008). During FFDs, farmers gather at a particular farmers’ plot and a short, specific topic is demonstrated and discussed with extension agents and other actors (Place et al. 2005). Thus, FFDs provide a forum for sharing information on different farm practices and encourage the adoption of technologies (Amudavi et al. 2009). Adoption is defined here as the mental process an individual passes from first hearing about an innovation to final adoption of technologies (Rogers 1995). Table 1 shows the number of participants in FFDs.

Table 1 Farmers’ field days and the adoption of stone terraces (2007-2010)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Farmers’ field days</th>
<th>Adoption of stone terraces</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Participants</td>
<td>Facilitators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Farmers (35)</td>
<td>Agriculture experts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Agriculture experts (15)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Public administrators (7)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>Farmers (50)</td>
<td>Watershed association in collaboration with agriculture experts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Agriculture experts (14)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Public administrators (6)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>Farmers (80)</td>
<td>Watershed association in collaboration with agriculture experts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Agriculture experts (15)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Public administrators (7)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Farmers (90)</td>
<td>Watershed association in collaboration with agriculture experts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Agriculture experts (35)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Public administrators (22)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Numbers in brackets represent number of participants from the respective groups. Source: GZADO (2010)
Table 1 show that the adoption of stone terraces has increased over the years. Even though there exist limited adoption in the Amba Zuria watershed, there are success stories. Here, success stories in land management are defined by the area of land in which soil conservation measures were adopted (FAO 2002b). In Amba Zuria watershed, adoption of stone terraces and checkdams has been conducted in 43 % the watershed area (GZADO 2010). However, before reaching this adoption level, soil erosion was a big challenge in the watershed.

Literature (e.g. Desta et al. 2000) shows that the North Gondar zone including the case study area has been severely affected by soil erosion and estimates show that between 51 and 200 tones/hectare of soil is lost every year. Moreover, in the watershed the main pedestrian paths were blocked due to the damage caused by gully erosion. Hence, farmers had difficulty traveling to the nearby market or attending any public event (GZADO 2010). The soil degradation problem in this area was the prime reason for the introduction of the Sustainable Utilization of Natural Resources project. With the support of the project, activities such as adoption of stone terraces and checkdams, spring and irrigation development, afforestation, and building access roads were practiced. Especially in soil conservation, many farmlands and gullies were rehabilitated and changes were realized promptly. For instance, after two years of rehabilitation work, the gullies are now grounded at level and no gorges have been seen on the site, and farmers are now harvesting grass and foraging leaves for cattle feed from these rehabilitated gullies (GZADO 2010). In the watershed, stone terraces were adopted in 360 hectares of farmland, 8.5 km of gullies were rehabilitated, and in order to stabilize the checkdams 461,210 tree seedlings, and 300,998 grasses were planted in the years between 2007 and 2010 (GZADO 2010). In addition, institutions and organizations such as watershed bylaws, watershed association and farmer groups also emerged as the result of the implementation of the project. Farmers’ field days were used as a learning platform for farmers, experts and public administrators. Hence, examining the story of this project could be an ideal demonstration to assess the role of social learning, institutions and social capital in the process of changing the conventional soil
conservation innovation challenges to conditions that are conducive for soil conservation.

In general, the case study was selected mainly for two reasons. Firstly, social learning through farmers’ field days was practiced in the watershed since 2007 and as a result success stories are observable in the adoption of soil conservation innovations. In addition, the existence of both adopter and non-adopter farmers in the watershed allows us to understand and observe the impact of FFDs on these farmers. Secondly, the documentation of the learning practices in this watershed enables us to easily access secondary data related to who participated, and how the actors were involved. Moreover, the willingness of farmers, experts and local administrators, and accessibility also complement the selection process.

3.2. Research design

Literature related to soil conservation was reviewed in order to understand the factors that were considered in previous studies. The review enabled to identify the low attention given for social learning, social capital and institutions for the uptake of soil conservation innovations. This became evident to study the role of social learning, social capital and institutions for soil conservation. Case studies are the common research approaches that are used to understand the social learning (Rist et al. 2006; Mostert et al. 2007; Steyaert and Jiggins 2007). Cases where social learning was intensified in order to speed up the adoption of soil conservation measures allow us to understand its impact in the process. To understand the role of social learning (Research question 1), qualitative data collection methods, i.e. in-depth interviews, group discussions and workshops were conducted as shown in Table 2. In total 20 key informant interviews were conducted. Adopter and non-adopter farmers are differentiated on the basis of having soil conservation measures on their farmland or not. Participants were asked open-ended questions mainly about their personal attributes, the extent of their understanding about soil erosion damages, adoption of stone terraces, outcomes and limitations of FFDs, the facilitation process, institutions involved, social learning, and the actors involved in the process. Moreover documents of the watershed association, and district agricultural office were examined in order to
complement the data collected from in-depth interviews.

Table 2 Types of data gathering methods and participants.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Types of data gathering</th>
<th>Participants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Agriculture experts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>male</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interview</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group discussion</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workshop</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: One watershed committee member, two researchers, three administrators and four NGO experts were also interviewed. Among the farmers, 25 were adopters and 10 were non-adopters. From the total number of farmers, four women and 21 men were adopters and three women and seven men were non-adopters.

To examine the role of institutions for social learning and soil conservation (Research question 2), qualitative data collecting methods, i.e. in-depth interviews and a workshop were used. The data gathering methods and involved interviewees are summarized in Table 3. Interviewees were asked semi-structured questions mainly on the extent of soil erosion damages, project history, process of soil conservation innovations, institutions, and interactions among actors, social learning, and the actors involved in the process. Participants of the workshop also discussed topics such as the challenges and potentials of the project, interactions among the actors, the role of institutions, and social learning. In total, 20 key informant interviews were conducted. The participants were selected in a purposive way based on their richness in information about the case study (see Patton, 1990).

Secondary data from meeting minutes and performance reports were also used to identify the farmers who were involved in soil conservation innovation. Experts from government and nongovernmental organizations were identified on the basis of their involvement in the activities of the project.
Table 3 Data gathering methods and interviewees from the respective groups.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of data gathering</th>
<th>Interviewees</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Agriculture experts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interview</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workshop</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: GIZ (German Agency for Technical Cooperation), KfW (German Development Bank)

In order to assess the role of social capital for soil conservation (Research question 3) both qualitative and quantitative methods were used. The social capital difference between adopter and non-adopter farmers was assessed using two sites, namely Amba Zuria and Meresar. In Amba Zuria, most farmers are adopters and whereas in Meresar village the opposite holds true, i.e. most farmers are against soil conservation measures. Between Amba Zuria and Meresar farmers, there is also difference in their involvement in learning platforms and this may enable to look into whether social learning had made a difference in the creation of social capital and in the adoption process.

This study adapted a social capital measurement known as Integrated Questionnaire for the Measurement of Social Capital (SC-IQ). This framework was suggested by Grootaert et al. (2004) and focuses on five social capital elements i.e. trust and solidarity, groups and networks, collective action and cooperation, information and communication and social cohesion and inclusion. The questions from SC-IQ were used to design, guide and adapt the questionnaire of this study. The queries were adapted to address the social capital elements in soil conservation measures. Accordingly, the social capital elements used in this study include trust, groups, collective action and
cooperation, information and communication, and social cohesion. Questions on the questionnaire included: personal attributes of interviewees (age, family size, farm size and education status), the type of soil conservation innovations in the area, the persons or organizations that introduced the innovation, the status of social capital elements such as trust, networks, cooperation and social cohesion in the community between adopters and non-adopters, the type of social learning platforms practiced in the area, and factors that influence innovation adoption. The sample size was 146, which was large enough (n>30) as suggested by Rhiel and Chaffin (1996) and Slater and Curwin (2006). The population of the case study area is 261 (SUNRPO 2010). Random sampling was used to identify respondents for the questionnaire survey.

In order to complement the quantitative data, qualitative data was also collected via interviews and group discussions as shown below in Table 4.

Table 4 Data collection tools and number of participants.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data collection tools</th>
<th>Number of participants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Meresar</td>
<td>Amba Zuria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Questionnaire surveys</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interview</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group discussion</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For research question 3, in total, 28 key informant interviewees, 14 group discussants and 146 respondents of questionnaire surveys were involved during the data collection.

3.3. Data collection

Data were collected from July to December 2010 and from July to December 2011. Two research assistants who have experiences in interviewing were selected and trained on data collection methods. There were also two facilitators for the group discussions and workshops. The interview protocol and the questionnaire were tested before going for full scale data collection. The test was mainly to check, among others, whether the
questions were clear, simple, non-repetitive, non-irritating, and to check the flow of ideas. Based on the inputs from the test, both the interview protocol and the questionnaire were revised.

In-depth interviews were conducted in most cases in the interviewee’s home and sometimes at their farm land. Experts were interviewed in their offices. Personal agreement was obtained from interviewees prior to their involvement in interviews, group discussions or workshops. Each interview was conducted by a research assistant and the researcher. The interviews were tape recorded. All communications were in Amharic language, Ethiopian official language, and the transcripts and questionnaires were translated to English by the researcher.

3.4. Data analysis

In order to assess the role of social learning for soil conservation, the qualitative data from in-depth interviews, group discussions and workshops were translated and transcribed. The data was analyzed with the aid of ATLAS.ti (Version: 6.1.16, Berlin, Germany) computer software. This software has been used in innovation history studies (e.g. Klerkx et al. 2010) to reconstruct actor-institution interactions, and in the study of social interactions and communication skills (e.g. Kurokawa et al. 2012; Yoshida et al. 2012). The frequency of codes and memos were used to identify the major themes from the transcripts. This analysis was complemented with the analysis of a range of internal documents (e.g. meeting minutes) and external documents (e.g. policy documents).

In order to examine the role of institutions in soil the adoption of conservation innovations, as indicated by Spielman et al. (2009), innovation history analysis focusing on important events was used. This method has also been applied in mainstream innovation systems’ analysis where it is referred to as innovation journey analysis (Van de Ven et al. 1999). The important institutional events were identified from the analysis of the transcripts of the data. In order to do so, using ATLAS.ti, the frequency of codes and memos were used to identify the major events that shaped the learning and the adoption process.

To understand the role of social capital for soil conservation, the data from questionnaire surveys was analyzed using a probit model, a binary response model.
Binary models are the common models used to analyze adoption problems related to soil conservation (e.g. Negatu and Parikh 1999; Tenga et al. 2004; Amsalu and De Graaff 2007).

The binary responses were defined as 1 for those who have adopted the soil conservation innovations (e.g. stone terraces) and 0 for those who have not. The probit model estimates the probability of observing event $y$ given $x$, which is represented as:

$$\Pr(y = 1|x) = \phi(x'\beta)$$

(1)

Where $\Pr$ denotes probability, and $\phi$ is the cumulative distribution function of the standard normal distribution. $\beta$ is slope of the explanatory variable in the function.

Mathematically, the binary response function is given as:

$$y_i = \begin{cases} 1 & \text{if } y_i^* > \tau \\ 0 & \text{if } y_i^* \leq \tau \end{cases}$$

(2)

Where, $\tau$ is the threshold generally assumed to be 0. Virtually, what is estimated is the latent variable $y_i^*$. This means $y_i$ can be viewed as an indicator for whether this latent variable is positive as given in Eq. (2). The latent regression approach (Eq.3) is the basis for the binary models.

$$y_i^* = \beta_0 + \sum_{j=1}^{J} \beta_j x_{ij} + \varepsilon_i$$

(3)

Where, $x_i$ are predictor or explanatory variables and $\varepsilon_i$ stochastic error term ($\varepsilon_i \sim N(0,1)$).

The full specification of the probit models for this study is given by Eq. (4).

$$\Pr(y = 1|x) = \beta_0 + \beta_1 x_1 + \ldots + \beta_{10} x_{10} + \varepsilon$$

(4)

Where: $\Pr(y = 1|x)$ is the probability of observing event $y$ given $x$, i.e. soil conservation adoption

$\beta_0$, $\beta_1$, $\ldots$, $\beta_{10}$ slope functions of the explanatory variables.

$x_1$, $x_2$, $\ldots$, $x_{10}$ explanatory variables.
4. Results and discussions

4.1. The role of social learning for soil conservation

From the analysis of the transcripts of interviews, group discussions and workshops, the major themes identified as outcomes of FFDs include ‘understanding of soil conservation’, the ‘application of indigenous and scientific knowledge’, ‘trust’, ‘participation’, ‘collaboration’, the ‘level of interactions’, and ‘facilitation’. These themes are identified as outcomes of social learning and each them is discussed below in greater detail in relation to adopter and non-adopter farmers.

4.1.1. Understanding of soil conservation

Before the start of FFDs, farmers had negative attitude towards soil conservation due to the lack of interaction between experts and farmers and the technical problems associated with soil conservation measures. Among the interviewees, 90% had expressed their negative perception on soil conservation measures. For example, they were expressing their negative perception on agriculture experts by Amharic statements like ‘yeketemasew sileafertibeka mastemar aychilm’, ['experts who have grown in urban centers do not know soil conservation and they cannot teach us']. This perception was one barrier that hampered the interaction between farmers and experts. Farmers further argued that soil conservation measures like stone terraces harbor rodents such as rats, which destroy crops. Moreover, they were raising the concern related to the height of the stone terraces, which create difficulty during ploughing.

With all the above-mentioned negative perceptions, it was difficult to go forward and implement the project. However, during the early stages of the project in 2007, FFDs was organized for farmers, experts, and public administrators to Debre Tabor, some 200km from Amba Zuria. Farmers in Debre Tabor are known for their experience on adoption of soil conservation measures (SUNRPO 2010). Farmers who support and oppose soil conservation measures were included in this visit. During the visit, there
was farmer-to-farmer, and farmer-to-expert discussion on soil conservation problems and solutions. For instance, there were discussions on how to avoid problems related to rodents and the problem of ploughing in terraced farms. Farmers from Debre Tabor narrated their experiences to Amba Zuria farmers. This discussion was complemented by practically showing how to construct stone terraces. Debre Tabor farmers have already a practice of putting soil in between stones to protect rodents and reducing the height of terraces proposed by experts.

Since the start of the project, various FFDs were organized and the adoption of stone terraces shows an increasing trend over the years (Table 1). The interviews of adopter farmers, 85% of the interviewees, show that FFDs has encouraged the development of positive understanding of soil conservation. For this understanding, the farmer-to-farmer interaction, face-to-face discussion with experts and public administrators, exposure to other localities, and the practical exercise on how to construct stone terraces have primarily inspired Amba Zuria farmers for the development of positive attitude on soil conservation. Farmers who participated in experience sharing started learning with other Amba Zuria farmers on how to adopt stone terraces. This was practiced on a demonstration site. In the first year of the project period, 96% of the farmers who were involved in the FFDs adopted stone terraces. The better understanding and practice of soil conservation that came out of the FFDs could be one potential reason for the increase of the adoption of stone terraces.

In contrast, interviews of non-adopter farmers show that they were not involved in any of the field days or their involvement was low. The interviews show that only 11 % of the non-adopters participated in FFDs. As a result, they still raise issues that indicate less understanding on soil conservation. For instance, these farmers still question the difficulty stone terraces create during ploughing. They are also suspicious of the knowledge of experts on soil conservation. The source of this suspicion and negative understanding was the result of their absence from FFDs that promote opportunities for communication and learning. For non-adopters, due to their poor understanding on soil erosion and its consequences, soil conservation was not their priority and thus they did not go to FFDs and for the adoption of stone terraces. From this, one can suggest that the more the farmers involve in continuous FFDs, the more they understand soil
conservation problems and solutions. This understanding could encourage adoption of stone terraces and thus, social learning platforms such as FFDs might have a potential to promote the adoption of soil conservation innovations.

4.1.2. The application of indigenous and scientific knowledge

Interviews of farmers show that experts lack the knowledge related to the amount and direction of flood that may come from different directions in farmlands in order to prioritize and decide the type of soil conservation structure. Expert interviews on the other hand show that the technical knowledge of farmers in designing and constructing the stone terraces was very much limited. As the result of this, stone terraces built without the support of experts collapse very easily and do not stay long. When FFDs started, farmers and experts discussed the knowledge gaps they have in an open way and proposed solutions. Farmers who know their locality explained their experience to the experts about the directions of the flood that may come during rainy periods. This was important information to decide the types of soil conservation measures. The indigenous knowledge of using straw and compost in between stones to solve the problem of leakage of flood through the terraces was proposed by the farmers. Experts had no solution for this problem. The knowledge gap of the experts in such cases was complemented by the indigenous knowledge of farmers. The experts, using their scientific knowledge, had explained to the farmers how to construct stone terraces by using scientific measurements. One of the farmers who were involved in FFDs described his practice of applying both indigenous and scientific knowledge as follows:

In addition to what the experts are saying, we (the farmers) put straw and other materials, compost for example. (…) This was done to protect the leakage of soil and flood in between the stones of the bund. This was not advised by the experts. But we keep the width of the bund (…) as per the advice of the expert (Interview, 27 October 2010).
The watershed association committee, the committee members are farmers, has facilitated 75% of the discussions of FFDs (see Table 1). The facilitation role of farmers made other farmers to relax and view their opinions freely. Moreover, the discussion on the field sites enabled farmer groups and experts to learn from each other. These approaches allowed farmers and experts to apply both indigenous and scientific knowledge of soil conservation. This was complemented by the observation that farmers who were more often involved in FFDs were active in adaptations e.g. in the application of straw and other crop residues in between the stones to protect the leakage of flood through the terraces. On the other hand, the non-adopters acknowledge the knowledge of the experts in words, but in practice they did not apply it probably due to their non-involvement in FFDs. In sum, social learning may create better space for communicating the knowledge of farmers and experts by exposing and challenging the status quo of the actors and to learn from each other.

4.1.3. Trust

Interviews with farmers and experts who were involved in FFDs show that at the early stage of the project, the creation of trust between farmers, experts, and public administrators was not a crucial element taken for consideration. As a result, lots of misunderstandings and conflicts were observed between farmers themselves and experts. Lack of excess flood management within the farms was cited by 90% of the respondents a source of conflict among farmers. Some farmers redirect the excess water from their farm to the other farmers’ farmland. This individual decision by some farmers was the source of the conflict. There were also conflicts between watershed committee and development agents. Development agents used to interfere with the responsibilities of the watershed association. They wanted to replace the watershed committee without the will of the association members.

The conflicts associated with the farmers were solved through the FFDs by visiting the plot of land which was the source of the conflict. In the field farmers, experts, and public administrators discussed on the conflict and proposed a soil and water conservation measure by making use of their experiences and knowledge. Their decision was also complemented by the watershed bylaw, which stresses that conflicts need to be solved
by the watershed association rather than the conventional conflict resolutions mechanisms. In the same way, the interference of the development agents on the internal affairs of the watershed association was also highly criticized by the watershed association members and the discussion convinced development agents to accept their mistake and promised not to interfere with the internal issue of the association. Conflict incidents were minimized when the intensification of the FFDs continue over the years. Interviews show that conflict incidents have been minimized by 75% from the first year of the project period. Over the years, the experts and the public administrators who were involved in field days were very positive to hear and learn from each other. For instance, Table 1 shows that the farmers’ organization, i.e. the watershed association was highly involved in facilitating FFDs and this shows that the views of the farmers’ were acknowledged.

Farmers who participated in FFDs expressed the current situation of trust in their local language, Amharic like this: ‘ahun hulachnim gadegna nen’ to mean ['we (experts, farmers, and public administrators) are now friends']. Thus, acknowledging the views and responsibilities of actors was found useful to build trust. This does not mean that trust among all farmers has been achieved. Non-adopters, 85% of the respondents, are still suspicious of the effectiveness of soil conservation measures. This suspicion was the result of their non-involvement in learning spaces. Because of this, sometimes the trust developed among adopter farmers is diluted by the actions of non-adopters, mainly by redirecting flood from their non-terraced farm land to terraced farms of adopters. From this, one can deduce that creating learning space such as FFDs encourage the acknowledgment of the views of actors and the emergence of trust, which is a useful outcome to minimize conflicts and to encourage adoption.

4.1.4. Participation

In the early stages of the project, there was lack of farmers’ participation. The lack of participation was cited by 95% of the respondents. Farmers were not consulted well and hence, most of them were not involved in meetings related to the watershed plan. When the FFDs started farmers, experts, and public administrators discussed in detail about the sources of insufficient participation. The problem was associated with experts' influence over the farmers which was practiced for long in the conventional extension
system, i.e. transferring knowledge from the expert to the farmer. In this regard, the attitude of experts was challenged when they involve themselves in the FFDs. The experts acknowledged their dominance and agreed to participate as one actor rather than directing the process. Since then, it was the watershed association that primarily led the planning, implementation and monitoring of soil conservation measures. The progress of participation over the years was expressed by an expert as follows:

At the beginning periods of the project, (...) farmers were not good participants. They did not reflect what they feel. (...) This has been improved over time especially after the intensification of learning platforms via field days. Now, farmers can reflect what they feel and don’t hesitate to justify (Experts’ group discussion, 23 December 2010).

The non-imposition of the experts’ opinion on the farmers and the involvement of their organization, i.e. the watershed association have motivated them to participate and raise their opinions and this has created an opportunity for the farmers to discuss and evaluate the knowledge of experts and public administrators. Thus, the active involvement of the watershed association and the actors’ involvement in FFDs have encouraged more participation.

4.1.5. Collaboration

The construction of stone terraces on farmlands is labor-intensive. It requires collecting stones, and arranging these stones to form terraces. The same is true for checkdam construction. Farmer interviews show that some households have labor shortage to adopt stone terraces. For instance, female headed households, elders, and household heads with health problem usually face labor shortages. In order to solve this problem, farmers started to work in groups. Each farmer group has ten members and the members are socially connected. Households headed by women, elders, and those with health problem are members of a farmer group. During the adoption of stone terraces, members of the group adopt terraces voluntarily on the farms of families that have labor
shortage and thus, collaboration was observed between farmers who have been involved in FFDs. In addition, farmers also understand that if those farmers who have labor shortage avoid adopting stone terraces, the flood that may come from other farms may damage their farms. Experts also confirmed that collaboration among actors has been improved. The experts provide working inputs like spade for the farmers. One of the discussants from farmers’ group discussion expressed his view on collaboration as follows:

We (members of a farmer group) adopt stone terraces based on farmers group. This has helped to solve the labor shortage problem of some families, because terrace adoption is a labor-intensive process. It needs collecting stone and arranging these stones to form stone bunds. Experts and administrators also support us (the farmers) in providing working materials like spade (Farmers’ group discussion, 29 November 2010).

The improved collaboration was the result of understanding the consequences of soil erosion. In addition, the learning process in the FFDs enabled farmers to raise their personal and social problems (e.g. health problems) for their group members. The understanding between members of a group was the result of the development of personal relations that emerged from working in groups. This finding contrasts with the findings of the non-adopters. Non-adopters did not work on other farmers’ farms because they did not require any labor as they are non-adopters. In general, the process of social learning has also created opportunity for more collaboration especially in labor contributions.

4.1.6. The level of interaction

The conventional agricultural extension approach is characterized by one way communication, from the agriculture experts to farmers. According to interviews, during FFDs, farmers were expressing their views freely and criticize the knowledge of the experts. Experts started to recognize the views of farmers through time and paved the
way for the development of a two-way interaction. This was shown in particular when farmers facilitate the FFDs (Table 1). For this type of interaction, the participants' recognition that different people have different knowledge was primarily important. This encouraged all actors to develop positive attitude to learn from each other. Farmers who were involved in field day visits had interactions and discussions about soil conservation in informal meeting places that further helped the creation of a strong establishment of personal relations. This has usually been observed during traditional meetings and in various farming periods. A farmer described his feeling on interactions as follows:

Experts tell us (the farmers) how to adopt stone terraces. We (the farmers) also tell them (the experts) how we adopted stone terraces. This type of two-way interaction was unusual before we started to know and learn from each other. (…) In traditional meeting places and during harvesting, ploughing, and weeding, we also discuss (Interview, 27 October 2010).

On the other hand, interviews with non-adopters show that they still believe in one-way interaction, may be their status quo on the convention extension approach has not been challenged in their mind due to their less exposure in FFDs. In general, the findings of this study show that the space created for communicative action between actors has led to changes in interactions. This was an important precondition to understand and exchange views on soil conservation problems and solutions.

**4.1.7. Facilitation**

The conditions for the emergence of positive interactions in FFDs can be positively influenced by the facilitation process. The findings show that farmers were free to express their views when the watershed association committee facilitates the discussion. According to 92% of adopter farmers’ interviewees, this was because farmers know each other very well in their formal and informal interactions. Experts also confirm that information flow within the farmers was simple when the watershed
association started involving in the facilitation process. This was the result of the more interaction developed between the watershed association and the group leaders of the farmers. The farmers’ group leaders in turn, have good communication with their group members. This network of interaction made the flow of information much easier. During the learning process, each group leader narrates how they adopted stone terraces. Then discussions follow on the experiences of each group. In this process, experts and farmers share their views and explain the weaknesses and strengths of the performance of each group. The best practices from good performing groups were identified with full participation of the farmers and experts. Farmer groups that did not perform well correct their mistakes based on the comments from other well performing farmers and experts. The comments were mostly on the dimensions of checkdams and stone terraces, and the techniques of arranging stones to form terraces and checkdams. The implementation of the feedbacks was followed by the watershed association committee.

In general, the finding of this study show that social learning creates space for more communicative action between the actors, and enables the existence of an environment conducive for the adoption of stone terraces. The findings suggest that social learning enabled the development of positive attitudes among the actors on soil conservation measures. This finding is similar to the social learning outcome of the ‘farmer-to-farmer’ project of Swiss agriculture, in that: participants have gained new insights about soil conservation from different standpoints (Schneider et al. 2009). In this project, films were used as a social learning platform and the films were about soil protection. Apart from the positive understanding of soil conservation, cooperation and an atmosphere of trust among experts, scientists and farmers were observed as outcomes of social learning.

When the social learning intensified, the development of trust over time was one of the key features observed as the result of the social learning. Other studies (e.g. Rist et al. 2007; Schneider et al. 2009) show similar results with our finding. Thus, social learning can result in the emergence of trust among the participants, which is an important input for the actors to work together on soil conservation problems and solutions. In addition, a specific form of social learning involving different actors can lead to more equitable
forms of participation, and mutual understanding (Rist et al. 2007). This finding contrasts with the finding of Jiggins et al. (2007). They argue that social learning platforms aimed at changing farming practices to reduce diffuse pollution in the case of Drentshe Aa area, in the Netherlands, has not led to any change in trust among the actors. This was because farmers felt that their entrepreneurial freedom would be threatened if they started making any concessions.

In this study, many actors including farmers’ organizations such as watershed association and farmer groups were involved in social learning and in adoption of stone terraces. The findings show that the involvement of farmers organization i.e. watershed association, has created conducive environment to facilitate the process of social learning. For instance, the involvement of the watershed association as a facilitator has created a communication space beyond the conventional one, a communication that does not acknowledge the farmers’ facilitation role. In addition, this has enabled the change in the conventional expert led approach of the agricultural extension system. The effectiveness of farmers’ organization for the adoption of stone terraces has also been confirmed by the study of Qasim et al. (2011). In addition, the participation of farmers in their group has enabled the involvement of more farmers in the learning process. Group membership seems to support social learning in the sense that group processes help to create a common understanding (Muro and Jeffrey 2008).

The present study makes it possible to have a differentiated perspective on the involvement of individual farmers raised by Rist et al. (2006). They state that when individual farmers, experts, and public administrators involve in social learning, they can create an intersubjective understanding of their situation regarding soil conservation. However, participating individual farmers via their local organizations in social learning was somewhat implicit in their study. From this, it can be suggested that farmers in groups or in organized form also play important role for the emergence of communicative action in the process of social learning.

The findings also show that the formerly unilateral knowledge transfer has been changed into a knowledge production based on the knowledge all actors. The changes in interactions and communication allowed flattening the hierarchical relationships
between the actors. This encouraged the space for mutual questioning of the conventional approaches of experts and farmers on natural resource management. The case studies of community based forestry initiatives in USA by Cheng et al. (2011) show that social learning is an important element in building the knowledge of individuals and groups involved in community based forestry initiatives. Schneider et al. (2009) also state that social learning enables the acknowledgment of indigenous and scientific knowledge of actors involved in the process. In sum, the findings indicate that social learning creates more space for communicative action that may encourage the adoption of soil conservation measures.

However, social learning should be governed by institutions in order to manage and sustain the behavior of actors. The following section discusses the role of institutions in social learning and its role in adopting soil conservation innovations.

4.2. The role of institutions in social learning and soil conservation innovations

In order to examine the role of institutions in relation to social learning and in soil conservation, we described the important events that shaped the specific interactions between the innovation actors and their institutional environment, as suggested by Spielman et al. (2009). After analyzing the transcripts of the in-depth interviews using ATLAS.ti, three themes, based on the frequency of codes and memos were identified. These themes are the major events that shaped the social learning and the adoption process. These themes are as follows: 'events that encouraged the interaction of actors with their institutions', 'institutional events that shaped the facilitation of the social learning and the adoption process', and 'institutional events that encouraged the accommodation of the views of actors'. In order to go through the detail of each theme, the timeline of the project was divided into locus a, b and c (Figure 2). ‘Locus a’ shows the events that encouraged the interaction of actors with their institutional environment. ‘Locus b’ describes the institutional events that shaped the facilitation of the social learning and adoption process. ‘Locus c’ shows the institutions that encouraged the accommodation of the views of actors.
4.2.1. Locus a: Interaction of actors with their institutions

According to interviews and meeting minutes, the Federal Food Security and Disaster Prevention Office (EFSDPO) initiated the establishment of a project in Amba Zuria watershed in 2004. In the same year, EFSDPO was in talks with potential partners such as GIZ and KfW to mobilize technical and financial support. After a series of discussions, a memorandum of understanding (MOU) was signed between EFSDPO, GIZ, and KfW in 2004. The MOU at the federal level was an important institution in getting support for the project and to continue further discussions with the regional authorities. In the same way, at the regional level, MOU was signed between the Amhara Disaster Prevention and Food Security Office (ADPFSO), GIZ, and KfW in 2005. In order to achieve the different objectives of the project, a regional steering committee was established. The members of this committee include representatives from ADPFSO, the Amhara Agricultural Development Bureau, the Amhara Rural Road Authority, the Amhara Water Resources Development Bureau, GIZ, and KfW.
Figure 2 Timeline of SUNRPA project, interaction loci, and important events

Note: EFSDPO represents Federal Food Security and Disaster Prevention Office, ADPFSO (Amhara Disaster Prevention and Food Security Office), GIZ (German Agency for Technical Cooperation), KfW (German Development Bank), MOU (Memorandum of Understanding), and SUNRPA (Sustainable Utilization of Natural Resources Project of Amhara).
In collaboration with federal partners and spearheaded by regional representatives, the inauguration workshop bringing together farmers, experts, GIZ and KfW was launched in 2005. Ever since the launch of the first inauguration workshop, subsequent discussions about soil conservation were held with farmers, public administrators, GIZ, KfW, and experts. The interviews with experts show that at the early stage of the project, there was no binding guideline for actors to work together. Whenever public organizations met, they acted mainly as representatives of their organizations and they did not negotiate over their organizational interests. Narratives suggest that such lack of consensus building prevailed during the initial project phase. In addition, interviewees state that government actors were overloaded with other activities that were not related to soil conservation and they were not serious on attending meetings related to the project. The following statement made by KfW reveals:

District agricultural offices were overloaded with a lot of activities in addition to the watershed activities. The same was true for local public administrators. This was one of the limitations in the network (Interview, 23 November 2010).

In addition, during the initial project phase, the interaction between actors was characterized by conflicts as discussed in the previous chapter. Interviews with experts suggest that some farmers, mostly non-adopters of soil conservation measures, continued their traditional practice of redirecting floods from their farm to others’ farms which was against the project’s flood management approach. The project’s approach to reduce flood related conflicts was through the adoption of gullies and terraces. Evidence for such forms of non-compliances of farmers with project interventions is found across several interviews. 92% of the interviewees have confirmed the non-compliance of non-adopters.

Interviews also suggest that at the initial project phase there were conflicts between the watershed committee and experts due to the expert’s interference with the responsibilities of the watershed association.
An important institution that promoted the interaction of actors was the introduction of watershed bylaws. This was an important event. The section of the bylaws which outline the need for learning was an important instrument to create more understanding on soil conservation and to encourage the interaction of actors. Interviews with farmers show that after the introduction of bylaws the number of learning platforms increased from 57 in 2007 to 147 in 2010. Farmers and experts were exposed to FFDs which have brought a solution for some of the conflicts related to flood management. For instance, Amba Zuria farmers having observed the activities of model farmers how adopting soil conservation innovations can reduce flooding and the need to develop a positive relationship between experts and farmers, new understandings on soil conservation started to emerge. These field visits were the source of inspiration for Amba Zuria farmers to adopt soil conservation innovations. A farmer described his view on the section of the bylaws that encourage learning as follows.

We focused on learning from each other rather than applying the punishment of the bylaws (Interview, 22 October 2010).

Therefore there was much emphasis for learning rather than punishment. However, there were different views on the implementations of the watershed bylaws between experts and the watershed committee. In this regard, 90% of the interviewees have recognized the important role of bylaws for learning, and for encouraging adoption whereas 10 % of the interviewees have complained on the implementation of the bylaws. The following statement exemplifies how the expert complained on the implementation of the bylaws:

Sometimes watershed committee members may not be serious about implementing the bylaws due to social reasons such as relative issue. In such cases the association members complain (Interview, 22 October 2010).

Some of the relatives of the watershed committee members have favored their kinfolks which allowed them to attend more field day visits and trainings than non-
family members. However, watershed committees do not share this complaint. The chairperson of the watershed association explained the implementation of the bylaws as follows:

[…] I am following the implementation of the bylaws. Any member of the association who is not abiding by the bylaws will be punished (Interview, 22 October 2010).

However, most of the interviewees indicated that the bylaws have encouraged learning by indicating when and how to learn and this in turn had positive impact on the adoption practice by developing positive attitude for soil conservation.

In addition to the bylaws, the regional steering committee has developed additional institution i.e., guidelines. The guideline was formulated to govern the interaction of actors. Especially, the section of the guideline which gives due attention to monitoring has encouraged the coordination and functioning of regional, district and local organizations. According to meeting minutes and interviews with steering committee, after the formulation of the guideline, 48 steering committee meetings were conducted to monitor and evaluate the performance of the project. Steering committees meet and evaluate the performance of the watershed activities every three months. The practice of judging members of the watershed committee either as a good or bad performer enabled bad performers to correct their mistakes before they came to the next meeting. This evaluation was complemented with discussions at the field level. From the total interviewees, 96% of them have appreciated the important role of the guideline for its role in encouraging the interaction of actors and to follow up of activities on the ground. For instance, an expert from GIZ expressed his opinion as follows:

[…] regional and district representatives meet and evaluate the progress. […] after finishing the meeting, evaluation on the spot, in the watershed, follows. Discussion on the site was part of the learning process. […] everybody accepts his/her assignment and acts according to the consensus reached in the meeting. (Interview, 22 October 2010).
However, sometimes, the involvement of the district agricultural development and public administration offices was limited in attending meetings. The expert from KfW expressed his experience as follows:

Because of a lot of responsibilities, some district office heads sometimes did not attend meetings (Interview, 22 October 2010).

In addition, there was no involvement of researchers in this project due to the weak link they had with the local organizations. This means that there were some weaknesses during the application of bylaws and guidelines. On the other hand, the sections of the bylaws and guidelines that encourage learning and monitoring had a positive outcome for the interaction of actors and this could be one potential reason for the increase of soil conservation innovations over the years (see Table 1).

In general, the findings of ‘interaction locus a’ indicate that formalization of partnership helps to integrate the actors at various levels. For instance, the MOU outlines the major activities of the project (e.g. soil and water conservation, irrigation, and road construction), the source of the budget support, performance reporting procedures, and monitoring and evaluation schedules. The MOU has created an opportunity for federal and regional actors to interact and work together.

The MOU was also complemented by bylaws. The bylaws were mainly used to govern the interaction of actors at the local level. The major components of the bylaws that were outlined in it include: the number of meetings supposed to be conducted every year, agreed sanctions, procedures to prevent conflicts, when and how to learn, procedures to elect watershed committee members and their removal procedure when found guilty of wrong-doings. Especially, the section of the bylaws which outline when and how to learn had a positive impact on the interaction of actors and on innovation adoption. The performance evaluation of the watershed committee by the association members every three months was instrumental to encourage accountability and transparency. This type of monitoring and evaluation increased the number of interactions among actors and their participation in meetings. Moreover, the implementation of the sanctions of the bylaws does not give more space for punishment. The emphasis for reaching more understanding rather
than applying monetary punishment has enabled farmers to gain more time to understand soil conservation problems and solutions.

In addition to the bylaws, the guideline was also used to monitor and evaluate soil conservation activities and to coordinate actors at various levels. In the guideline topics such as committee meeting schedules, members of the steering committee, the responsibilities of the steering committee (e.g. approving the annual work plan, budget support for the watershed activities, supporting learning platforms, supervising and evaluating watershed activities), and monitoring schedules were included. The project’s activities were evaluated both at the field and desk by the steering committee. This type of evaluation allowed every actor to understand the performance of the project. The field evaluation enabled farmers to present their experiences on their farm land. A mixture of field and desk evaluation was found useful to reach all actors, especially farmers. This approach was outlined in the guideline. In general, the guideline encouraged the monitoring and evaluation of activities and created more opportunity for interactions. It also created more possibilities to identify the weaknesses and strengths of the interaction. Weaknesses such as insufficient participation of some government representatives in meetings were observed.

In addition to the bylaws and guidelines, the start of FFDs was instrumental. The participants of the FFDs were inspired by the success of model farmers. This inspiration encouraged experts and farmers to develop a positive attitude that encourage interaction and learning from each other. Every year, more farmers were participating in FFDs (Table 1). Farmers and experts were interacting with the support of bylaws and guidelines which opened a communication space for the development of positive interaction and the emergence of more understanding of soil conservation solutions. This is possible may be because, as Hocdé et al. (2009) suggested, bylaws enhance the capacity for partnerships and enforce sanctions when potentially counterproductive deviations emerge. Thus, the presence of institutions such as MOU, bylaws and guidelines have a potential to increase the participation of farmers and experts in learning learning platforms, and this in turn may lead to more understanding of soil conservation solutions.
4.2.2. Locus b: Facilitating the learning process

Interviews with agriculture and GIZ experts show that at the early stage of the project, there was a lack of farmers’ participation in plenary meetings which were organized by experts. In these meetings, farmers who attended did not express their views due to the lack of awareness of soil conservation measures and this view was cited by 78% of the respondents. As a result, only a few farmers showed interest in the project ideas while most of them opposed it. An important event, which initiated farmers’ participation, was the establishment of watershed association and farmers groups. The idea of establishing a watershed association and farmers’ groups was the result of the first FFDs. Amba Zuria farmers have realized from that visit the important role of the watershed association in promoting participation of farmers and in facilitating discussions. After the visit, the need for establishing watershed association and farmer groups was approved in the bylaws and after several meetings the watershed association was established in 2007. The association is headed by an elected farmer committee. During FFDs and formal meetings, enough space and time was provided by the chairperson of the committee for experts and farmers to interact and voice their opinion freely. The interviews show that farmers were more willing to express their views when the watershed committee facilitated the discussion due to the existing relationship between the farmers and their facilitator which paves the way for the emergence of mutual trust. An interviewee from GIZ expressed his view as follows:

After the establishment of the watershed association, […] the participation level increased. […] the farmers’ group was organized based on their closeness in social interaction. This has made the mobilization of farmers possible (Interview, 22 October 2010).

This shows that establishing farmers’ organization based on local bylaws has a potential to increase the participation level of actors especially farmers. Interview transcripts also show that the formation of farmers’ groups in 2008 enabled farmers to work together and to challenge the labor intensive work of soil conservation measures. This type of group work has contributed positively to interaction and for the establishment of personal relations and the emergence of emotional ties among
the farmers. This view was shared by 97% of the interviewees. For instance, a farmer explains his experience on working in groups as follows:

Working in groups has contributed a lot, because it has created an opportunity to interact and know each other and share knowledge. (Interview, 22 October 2010).

According to the interviews, the watershed committee evaluates the performance of farmers’ groups. Experts, the watershed committee and farmers’ group members participate in the evaluation. During this process, each group reports the way they adopted the soil conservation measures. After evaluating the performance of each group, innovative practices were identified and these practices were recommended to the poor performers. An agricultural expert explains his experience as follows:

After the daily work gets finished, group members, group leaders, watershed committee, and development agents discussed the activities performed on that day. […] Bad performers are advised to see the work of good performers. The good performers explain how they did it. This way of communication has helped a lot. (Interview, 29 October 2010)

This type of evaluation and discussion created opportunities especially for farmers to express their personal experiences. This encouraged experts with a scientific background to discuss soil conservation innovation on the level of personal experiences rather than based on theoretical explanations. This process helped experts to learn from farmers and led participating actors to believe that people have different knowledge and these different types of knowledge are complementary to each other. A farmer who participated in group discussions described his practice of applying indigenous and scientific knowledge as follows:

We use straw and other materials, compost for example, […] to protect the soil from flood leakage between the stones of the bund. This was not advised by the experts. […] but we accept the width of the stone bund. […] as per the advice of the experts (Farmers’ group discussion, 29 November 2010).
Summarizing, the findings of ‘interaction locus b’ indicate that the organizational set up and localizing power creates a conducive environment for the emergence and application of knowledge of actors. For learning to take place local organization such as watershed associations, and farmers’ groups were important intermediaries between the community and government offices. The effectiveness of farmers’ organization for the adoption of soil conservation innovations was also confirmed by Qasim et al. (2011) and Hocdé et al. (2009). Once the watershed committee started managing and facilitating the learning processes, farmer groups were used mainly to disseminate information among the group members. In this case, group membership seems to support social learning in the sense that group processes help to create a common understanding (Muro and Jeffrey 2008). Thus, localizing power has to be considered in order to encourage social learning and the emergence of new local actors. The emergence of new actors such as farmers’ groups and the watershed association have played an important role in facilitating the learning process during FFDs and in disseminating knowledge through performance evaluations. However, local level organizations may not be able to perform their duties without being supported by bylaws. Thus, the existence of local level institutions such as bylaws encourages the facilitation role of local level organizations in the process of learning and in the adoption process.

4.2.3. Locus c: Understanding the views of actors

Interviews with public administrators show that during the initial stage of the project most farmers were against the project ideas due to their negative perception on soil conservation measures. An important event which challenged the negative perception farmers had on soil conservation was the start of the FFDs. After the start of FFDs the participation of farmers increased from 35 in 2007 to 90 in 2010 (Table 1) may be because the participation of farmers in FFDs has enabled them to look into the solutions for the negative perceptions they had on soil conservation. For instance, to avoid rodents in the terraces, putting straw and soil in between stones was recommended by model farmers. The adoption of stone terraces has also increased over the years from six in 2007 to 300 hectare in 2010 (Table 1). Interviews also show that when experts and farmers started to learn from each other, farmers understood that experts lack some knowledge. A farmer who was involved in FFDs expressed his view as follows:
From experience, we know in which areas high pressure flood comes. So we tell the group or the experts what to do in such cases. [...] the experts based on this information tell what to construct and how to construct. In this way we learn from each other. (Interview, 29 October 2010)

Interviews with experts show that farmers also lack the knowledge of designing checkdams. The checkdams constructed by farmers collapse very easily. One of the agriculture experts described the farmers’ experience on checkdam construction as follows:

The soil conservation measures did not protect against soil erosion for long due to technical problems, so experts technically supported the farmers (Interview, 29 October 2010).

In general, ‘Interaction locus c’ shows that the exposure of farmers, experts and public administrators to continuous FFDs has brought positive results in formation of positive understanding of soil conservation. The finding of this study is consistent with the findings of Cheng et al. (2011). Their study showed that social learning is an important element in building the knowledge of individuals and groups. The findings of this study are also consistent with Rogers (2003) and Kroma (2008), who state that learning platforms for communicating an innovation is a key to successful diffusion.

The application of the FFDs was the result of the bylaws. In the bylaws the need for learning through various means has been outlined. Thus, institutions are important for learning to take place. In sum, emphasizing the need for FFDs and other learning platforms in the outline of institutions can serve as an important event to fill the knowledge gaps of all actors and to understand the views of actors. Apart from this, this study also examined whether there exist differences in social capital between adopter and non-adopter farmers as the result of the differences in the application of social learning. The following section shows the role of social capital for soil conservation in greater detail.
4.3. The role of social capital for soil conservation

The data from the questionnaire surveys was analyzed using the probit model by considering adopter and non-adopter farmers and the result shows differences in social capital between them. The social capital variables included in the probit estimation were: the number of participation levels in social learning platforms which were considered as sources of information and communication, i.e. information obtained from farmers’ conference (FC), farmers’ field days (FFD), group discussions (GD), and informal learning approaches (INF). Trust (LST) between farmers, experts, and public administrators, and social cohesion (LSC) are also included in the model.

Table 5 Description of predictors of adoption of soil conservation measures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Social capital variables</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FC</td>
<td>participation in farmers’ conference (1=participating, 0=otherwise)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FFD</td>
<td>participation in farmers’ field days (1=participating, 0=otherwise)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GD</td>
<td>participation in group discussions (1=participating, 0=otherwise)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INF</td>
<td>participation in informal platforms (1=participating, 0=otherwise)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LST</td>
<td>level of social trust (1=low, 5=high)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSC</td>
<td>level of social cohesion (1=low, 5=high)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As shown from Table 6, social capital variables related to information and communications such as farmers field days, farmers conference, and group discussions have statistical significance for the adoption of soil conservation innovations. The result shows a strong correlation between adoption and information and communication. The potential reason for the existence of such relationships in adopter farmers may be due to the high involvement of farmers in social learning platforms such as FC, FFD and GD (e.g. as shown in Table 7, 85% of the farmers were involved in FFD alone). The less involvement of non-adopters in social learning platforms (e.g. 11% of the interviewees participated in FFD) might contribute negatively to the adoption of soil conservation measures.
Social cohesion has statistical significance for adoption. As indicated in Figure 3, the level of social cohesion is higher for adopters than non-adopters. The closeness or togetherness of farmers observed in the adopter farmers was probably the result of the intensification of interactions and discussions in the learning process. The interaction of farmers, experts and public administrators via social learning was higher for adopters than non-adopters. For instance, as shown in Table 7, only 11% and 16% of on-adopter farmers participated in FFDs and farmer group discussions respectively. The low participation rate of farmers in information and communication pathways might be a potential reason for being non-adopter.
Figure 3 The level of social cohesion among adopters and non-adopters

The result of the analysis also shows that trust was not statistically significant with adoption. A further analysis of interviews and group discussions reveal that trust develops slowly. It took some time to minimize or avoid conflict incidents observed between farmers, experts and public administrators as the level of understanding of the soil conservation problems and solutions vary among the actors. For instance interviews show that conflict incidents were observed at the initial phase of the project due to the mismanagement of floods across farmlands. However, these conflicts were minimized after investing in social learning and after adoption of soil conservation measures. The participation level of adopters in social learning platforms is generally higher than non-adopters (Table 7). Among the different social learning platforms, the participation rate of adopters in farmers’ field days is significantly higher than for non-adopters. For instance, in farmers’ field days only 11% of the respondents from the non-adopters participated compared to an 85% participation of adopters. Interviews with adopter farmers in Amba Zuria reveal that after the intensification of the learning platforms (e.g. after organizing more and more farmers’ field days), the trust between farmers themselves and with experts started to emerge and conflicts were minimized. On the other hand, interviews indicate that enough time and energy was not invested in social learning to create understanding and consensus with non-adopter farmers in Meresar village thus, conflict incidents related to flood management are observable as their farmlands are still non-terraced.
The low investment in social learning in Meresar village could be one potential reason for their low adoption rate.

**Table 7** Farmers’ participation in social learning platforms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Adopters/non-adopters</th>
<th>Farmers’ participation in social learning platforms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Farmers’ field days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adopters</td>
<td>85%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Adopters</td>
<td>11%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As indicated in Table 7 and in Figure 4, the participation level of adopters and non-adopters in social learning varies. This difference might lead to differences in social capital between adopters and non-adopters. As shown from the probit estimation result, social capital elements have positive correlation with adoption and the social capital elements were higher for adopters than non-adopters. This difference could result from differences in investing on social learning platforms.

The findings show that social capital is higher in on farmers where social learning was intensified. As discussed in the previous sections, local level organizations (e.g. watershed association) and institutions (e.g. watershed bylaws) have played an
important role in the process of creating conducive environment for social learning and for the emergence of positive interaction among the actors. This increased level of interaction enabled farmers, experts and local administrators to develop a deeper understanding of each other and build a relationship, i.e. social learning can lead to a new and broader social interaction between internal and external actors (Rist et al. 2007). This means that social learning could be one source for the strengthening or creation of social capital which is an important element for the collective action needed for soil conservation. This was true where social learning was intensified. As Leahy and Anderson (2010) and Sanginga et al. (2010) suggested, learning encourages the development of social capital, which is an important element for scaling-out the adoption of technologies in natural resources management. Other studies (e.g. Cramb 2004; Amsalu and De Graaff 2007) also confirm that access to information through learning positively influence farmers’ conservation decisions. The learning process in addition to creating awareness enables actors to overcome conflicting personal and institutional interests, as well as economic and educational differences, and to develop a shared understanding and consensus (Muro and Jeffrey 2008).

In general, the findings suggest that exposing farmers and experts to practical and interactive communication techniques such as farmers’ field days enables the emergence of social capital and social capital in turn encourages the adoption of soil conservations.

5. Conclusions and implications

5.1. Conclusions

In order to facilitate the limited adoption of soil conservation innovations, social learning approaches can serve as a new window of opportunity to create positive understanding on soil conservation. This approach may bring a major shift from the conventional linear learning and knowledge transfer practice, i.e. from the expert to the farmer. This means that social learning may have a potential to tackle the deficiencies of the top-down technology transfer (e.g. hierarchical, less transparent, lack of trust) by allowing more interaction and understanding among the actors. The
study indicates the need for changing the conventional agricultural extension approach of how farmers learn to how farmers, experts and researchers learn from each other. The findings of this study suggest that the negative perceptions of farmers on soil conservation can be changed to conditions that are conducive for the adoption of soil conservation innovations. This is possible through social learning. Those actors who were exposed to social learning had developed positive understanding on soil conservation. The emergence of social capital elements such as cooperation and trust, and the chance of applying the knowledge of farmers and experts in soil conservation were observed in adopters. The findings also show that social capital positively correlates with adoption. From the non-adopters side, apart from their lack of understanding the consequences of soil degradation, the social capital elements such as trust, cooperation and social cohesion was low. This may result from their low involvement in social learning platforms. Thus, social learning and social capital could be taken as potential factors for the successful adoption of soil conservation innovations. This implies that social learning and the formation of social capital should be encouraged in soil conservation strategies. In order to do so, institutions have to be place. Institutions, in particular local institutions (e.g. bylaws), can play positive roles in encouraging and sustaining the learning process, and in governing the interactions of the relevant actors. This implies that relying more on government institutions than local institutions for innovation adoption has to be revisited and attention should also be given to community based institutions and organizations.

In order to scale out the lessons of social learning and institutions of the project to a wider geography, farmers and experts from other localities need to learn from the experiences of this project. This would be more effective if efforts are made to change the project-based learning to organizational learning. In addition, the important outcomes and events that shaped the project, e.g. institutions, organizational set ups, partnership building, and monitoring and evaluation, are important inputs to scale-out the adoption of soil conservation measures to other localities.
Soil conservation studies in Ethiopia generally emphasize the technical, financial, and ecological dimensions of technology adoption. From the mainstream policy point of view, however, social learning is very seldom prescribed as a useful component of soil conservation policy. It is thus important to take into account how learning oriented understanding of soil conservation can be practiced and how actors’ behavior can be governed by institutions.

5.2. Implications

5.2.1. Theoretical implications
Agricultural innovation systems emphasize the need for actors' involvement, actions and interaction of actors, and formal and informal institutions in the innovation process. This is an important shift from the conventional linear perspective of technology transfer approach. While agricultural innovation systems highlight the importance of actors' interaction and institutions, it does not fully embrace how interactions should be governed and sustained in the short or long run, and how interactions lead to organizational and institutional transformation. In this study, local level institutions and organizations were core for learning to take place and in the adoption process. This may indicate that local level organizations and their institutions may be more effective for innovations than organizations and institutions at the higher administrative level. Thus, incorporating the institutional and organizational theories in soil conservation studies could help to better understand the potentials and limitations of institutions at various levels. In addition, farmers were more active in their group form and in the form of their associations. This may imply that soil conservation innovation adoption may be more successful if farmers act collectively rather than deciding at the individual basis. This may take us to consider how to improve group performance and theories related to group performance and collective action.

Studies (e.g. Tumbo et al. 2011) show that social capital has not been well incorporated in soil conservation related studies and strategies. This case study shows the important role of social capital in soil conservation and social capital has to be considered as one component in the analysis of agricultural innovation systems. In sum, to address soil degradation, this thesis points the need to combine different theories and concepts to understand the complex processes in soil conservation.
5.2.2. Implications for policy and practice

The social learning approach has become increasingly important in environmental policy making (Parson and Clark 1995; Wollenberg et al. 2001), as it focuses on participatory processes of social change (Woodhill and Röling 2000). However soil conservation policies still emphasize factors such as economic, physical, and personal. These factors are important, but cannot be understood without capturing the social processes through social learning. More specifically, social learning has to be incorporated in the strategies of soil conservation and in order to do so, training on the concept and application of social learning for agriculture experts, farmers, researchers, policy makers and public administrators is essential. These trainees could serve as training of trainers (TOTs). At the national level, the Ethiopian Ministry of Agriculture is responsible and can take the initiative. The TOTs can be drawn from regional agriculture bureaus, NGOs working in regions and from regional research institutes. When the TOTs return to their organizations and regions, they have to train their employees. The regional agriculture bureaus are also responsible to coordinate soil conservation issues at the regional level. A training manual can be used to train local level experts, farmers and public administrators.

When agriculture experts, farmers, researchers, policy makers and public administrators meet together for training, farmers have to narrate their experiences and these narrations, in most cases, have to be a starting point for discussions. In this process, agriculture experts, researchers, policy makers and public administrators all have to act as learners rather than directing the process. In addition, documented events that positively shaped the progress of the project can also serve as learning points. Farmers, experts, public administrators from other localities have to complement their training by visiting the project site. In this regard, farmers’ field days are important. After trainings and discussions, social learning has to be incorporated as one important pillar in soil conservation strategies.

In this way, scaling up the concepts and the application of social learning could be possible. However this can not happen without institutions. In order to sustain the learning process, appropriate institutions have to be in place. Introducing watershed bylaws in the current configuration of institutions might help a lot to govern the interaction of actors. In addition, promoting the establishment of watershed association is important to encourage community participation. The introduction of
bylaws and watershed associations has to be included in soil conservation strategies as well. The need for strengthening or creating social capital has to be considered instead of focusing on the technological prescriptions of innovations.

In general, this thesis offers valuable insights into the type and contents of institutions that encourage learning and adoption of soil conservation innovations. Analyzing the relationship between social learning, social capital and institutions with soil conservation suggests additional perspective in the design and implementation of soil conservation policies in the future.

5.2.3. Perspectives for future research

This study used a case study approach and employed a mix of qualitative and quantitative methods. However, the results have to be interpreted in a project based scope and within the context of certain methodological limitations: the empirical data are derived from one case study in Ethiopia and related to soil conservation. These outcomes are thus dependent on the institutional and socio-political context which needs to be taken into account when the results are interpreted.

Further study can investigate how project based learning can be transformed into organizational learning. In addition, apart from soil conservation, more research on understanding social learning and farmers' institutions in local innovations need to be investigated in different agriculture and natural resource programs. While this study was limited to understand the role of social learning and institutions in soil conservation, further empirical study using the methods of this study can be used to analyze social learning in other sectors such as livestock, crop, water management, forestry, or climate change.
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